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INTRODUCTION

our passion is to create a gorgeous, unique environment 

where your newborn baby or young child will flourish. 

To this end, we are delighted to introduce two charming, 

versatile collections of  furniture designed to transform 

your child’s room into a magical wonderland. 

 

Classic and Harmony are the perfect blend of  practical 

design and elegance, two collections which you can mix and 

match to meet the changing needs of  babies and growing 

children.

 

The furniture is solid wood and exceptionally durable, built 

to withstand the knocks delivered by growing toddlers. It 

is painted with a soft, matt white base, and the panelling 

can be picked out in pastel shades for your baby or stronger 

colours for older children. Alternatively, the furniture 

can be ordered bespoke in a wide selection of  colours and 

sizes, or handpainted with designs of  your choice: think 

beautiful butterflies floating up the panels of  a cot or daring 

dinosaurs stampeding across a wardrobe. our miniature 

furniture for children will also fit seamlessly into this 

landscape.

 

Additionally we offer interior design advice, including 

visiting your home to help you create the perfect room for 

your child, a truly bespoke paradise uniquely tailored to 

their needs. 

 

If  you like our designs, pop into our london boutique and 

discover an Aladdin’s cave of  further beautiful products. We 

offer exquisite collections of  designer clothes, constantly 

changing with trends, as well as nursery accessories, 

handcrafted toys, classic books, classy trinkets and one-off  

gifts which are perfect for newborns, christening/naming 

days and birthdays.

 

Enjoy your journey! 

Welcome to Blue Almonds 
your companion on the exciting journey into parenthood.



Classic collection fuses the elegance and sophistication of  

Georgian furniture design with a practical attitude to modern 

living. Softened with rounded edges, detailed with beaded 

panelling, the collection seamlessly transforms your child’s room 

into a special space that feels truly theirs. 

Classic
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ClassIC

1. Tray changer on a Classic cotbed.
2. Classic cotbed with tray changer.
3.  Classic cotbed shown as a bed, with one side open 

and a storage drawer underneath.
4.  Classic cotbed with drawer shown with a Classic 

chest-of-drawers with matching smart changer 
and rocking nursing chair in grey suede (can be 
customised).

5.  Detail of  a Classic smart changer installed onto a 
Classic chest-of-drawers.

A new baby arrives and life is magically 
transformed forever.

A new baby arrives and life is magically transformed forever. our Classic 

nursery furniture creates a homely, welcoming and practical space in which 

you and the baby will be happy together.

 

Choose from a variety of  baby-changing solutions one that will best fit your 

space: a tray changer that fits perfectly on a cotbed or chest-of-drawers; or 

alternatively our smart changer, an ingenious, removable extension.

 

our cots can be transformed into fun day beds as babies grow into toddlers 

and start to explore the world.

nursery dreams

1

2

3

4

5
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ClassIC

Colour accents are used to great effect, to create a highlight, 

an overall look, or even to coordinate with the rest of  your 

house’s interior scheme. our collection of  baskets and 

wooden boxes provides versatile and decorative storage.

nursery dreams

1.  Royal edition Classic chest-of-drawers finished with a golden trim, with 
tray changer on top.

2. Pink wicker nursery basket in three sizes.
3. Classic changing cabinet.
4.  Classic chest-of-drawers with Harmony-style smart changer and decorative 

heart cut-out.

1

3

4

2
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ClassIC

nursery dreams

At Blue Almonds we believe the best way to celebrate 

the arrival of  a new baby is to create a unique room and 

a bubble of  happiness. For this special edition project, 

we used silver and gold highlights to sprinkle a touch of  

stardust into the room.

 

The romantic, wooden cradle can be finished in any colour 

to match the other pieces in the room, creating a perfect 

setting for the start of  a new life.

1.  Royal edition rocking cradle finished with silver trim, decorative 
heart cut-out and voile canopy.

2.  Royal edition Classic chest-of-drawers with gold highlights.
3. Royal edition Moses basket on a white stand.

2

3

1
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ClassIC

When the time comes for your fast-growing child to move into a 

proper bed, we have many styles to choose from. our bold, colourful 

bunk bed represents a new adventure, with its curtain creating a den 

for sleepovers; our bunks come apart to become two single beds if  

you feel like a change of  look. 

Above, our traditional beds are versatile and can come as day beds. 

Beds

1. Classic bunk bed with optional curtain rail.
2. Classic traditional day bed with a storage drawer.

1

2
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ClassICClassIC

Children love the way their bedrooms can become cool 

sitting rooms during the day. Pictured opposite, this 

versatile cosy bed with its easygoing style can also 

be transformed into a day bed. Add a drawer or two 

underneath for storage, or an extra pull-out bed for when 

your child has a sleepover date.

our substantial day bed is designed to be an attractive focal 

point of  any room. Here it is shown accessorised with other 

nursery pieces that can be mixed and matched to create an 

interior that works for either boys or girls. 

Mix, match and accessorise.
1. Classic cosy day bed.
2.  Classic cosy day bed with two storage drawers.
3. Classic cosy bed.
4.  Classic substantial day bed with storage 

drawers, shown with a ladderback chair and 
pink wooden bin.

1

2

3

4
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ClassIC

At Blue Almonds we love tailoring 

some of  the details of  our furniture to 

your exact preferences. For example, 

our bedside tables come with a drawer 

and cupboard as standard, or can 

be made bespoke with two drawers; 

and, for the ultimate finish, choose 

your favourite from our rainbow of  

porcelain handles. A perfect piece for 

all those treasures that need to be kept 

close to hand.

Little touches can make a big difference.
1.  Classic bedside table shown with wooden 

rocking chair and white cushions.
2.  One of  many decorated porcelain handles 

in our collection.
3. Bespoke two-drawer Classic bedside table.

Bedside tables 

2

3

1
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ClassIC

Freestanding bookcases – with the option of  one or two 

drawers and different sizes – are ideal for storing or 

displaying all a child’s most precious toys, trinkets and books.

 

Below, a bespoke edition of  the bookcase has a tongue-and-

groove wooden panel at the back, to create a rustic, rural 

effect. The bookcase panels can be painted, to introduce a 

splash of  colour.

1. Classic wide bookcase with two drawers.
2. Classic wide bookcase with bespoke rustic back.
3. Classic wide bookcase with one drawer.
4. Bookcase side panel detail.

Bookcases

1 2

3

4
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ClassIC

1. Classic toy chest 70cm wide.
2. Toy chest on wheels.
3.  Classic toy chest 90cm wide with padded seat 

using bespoke fabric.

Toy chests

In true mary Poppins style, these beautiful toy chests will 

have your children’s bulky playthings tidied away in no 

time. They come in different sizes and with the option of  a 

padded top; upholstery fabric can be matched or contrasted 

with a fabric you are already using in the room.

our cool toy chest on wheels can be transported wherever 

your children’s fancy takes them.

Treasure troves of  
favourite things 
and secrets.

1

2

3
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ClassIC

1. Classic first desk with a large super-structure.
2.  Classic first desk in a large size with drawer-and-

cupboard  combination and a super-structure, shown with a 
cross-back chair.  

3.  Classic first desk in a large size with two different under-units, 
shown with a cross-back chair. 

4.  Classic first desk in a small size with cupboard unit underneath, 
shown with a cross-back chair.

5.  Bespoke elongated Classic first desk in a small size with a 
drawer unit underneath, shown with a slatted-back chair.

desks

And once school years begin... 

...it’s exciting to have a desk of  your 

own that matches the rest of  your 

room and is a safe place to store your 

pens and pencils, rubbers and rulers, 

important books and secret notes.

our desks come in two different sizes 

and all have a keyboard shelf  that 

slides out from under the surface. 

The under-units – choose one or two 

– come with either drawers or in a 

drawer-and-cupboard combination; 

they can have painted highlights to 

coordinate with the rest of  the room.

To help organise your school items 

even better, our desks can also come 

with an optional super-structure on 

top, providing extra small drawers and 

a shelf.
1 2

3

4 5
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ClassIC

1. The triple Classic armoire-style wardrobe.
2.  The basic Classic wardrobe modified with one 

wide drawer.
3. The basic Classic wardrobe.

essential storage for 

orderly rooms with a 

splash of  colour to make 

it feel truly yours.

Wardrobes

Flexible, stylish and practical, our wardrobes all have 

versatile shelf  and hanging space inside.

 

From simple styles with panelled doors and sides to 

armoire-style with drawers at the base, they come in 

a variety of  sizes and are the essential storage piece 

for any room. The panels can be painted to match your 

interior scheme.

Flexible and stylish, practical 
as well as colourful.1

2

3
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1. The hanging drawers shelf.
2. The essential nursery shelves.

shelf

one great way of  getting your child’s 

stuff  up off  the floor is to fit wall-

mounted shelves. We have several 

variations to suit your available space.

They can come with drawers to hide 

things away and a useful hanging rail; 

or as a smart shelf  with protective 

bars to stop your colouring books 

or favourite teddy from falling off, 

and handy pegs to encourage small 

children to hang things up.

The satisfaction of  
stacking, hanging 
and arranging.

ClassICClassIC

1 2



Characterised by fluid, curvaceous lines, 

ornamental bun feet and softly-beaded 

panelling, the Harmony collection is a stylish 

take on nursery furniture, creating a subtle, 

dreamy environment with a chic finish for 

both boys and girls. 

 

Harmony
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haRmONy haRmONy

A perfect setting 
for welcoming your 
newborn baby.

A bedroom designed in Harmony style 

is soft, curvaceous and romantic – the 

perfect setting for welcoming your 

newborn baby.

 

our cotbeds can transform seamlessly 

from cots to beds, whose curvy lines 

are echoed by the design of  the wave 

changer – the high-sided changing 

unit that fits snugly on top of  a 

Harmony or Classic chest-of-drawers 

and finishes the look of  any room.

1

2

3

nursery dreams

1.  Harmony cotbed with drawer, shown with a 
Classic chest-of-drawers with a wave changer and 
a nursery rocking chair.

2. Harmony cotbed.
3.  Harmony cotbed shown as a bed with one side 

open and a storage drawer underneath.
4. The wave changer. 4
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haRmONy

2

The furniture in our Harmony 

collection is characterised by fluid 

lines and shapes and decorative bun 

feet, with pretty cut-out detailing as 

an optional touch.

our versatile baby-changing solutions 

include a smart changer – a removable 

extension to the back of  a chest-

of-drawers – and a handy changing 

cabinet that can fit into a tight space. 

our chests-of-drawers come with a 

variable number of  drawers, according 

to your preference.

1.  Harmony chest-of-drawers with a matching smart 
changer (removable unit fixed to the back).

2. Harmony changing cabinet with a heart cut-out.
3.  Harmony chest-of-drawers with characteristic 

bun feet.

1

3

Using detail to create 
a combination of  
style and practicality.

nursery dreams
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haRmONy

With our collection of  stylish and 

versatile beds, we’ve made bedtime 

fun and ensured some sweet dreams. 

The sleigh bed is one of  our most 

popular designs, and the sleigh 

day bed becomes a stylish and fun 

daytime sofa.

storage drawers underneath are a 

practical addition, or alternatively 

choose a slide-away extra bed. 

Removable side panel help add to a 

sense of  security when your child 

goes into his or her first proper bed.

Bedtime made 
fun and full of  
sweet dreams.

1. Harmony sleigh bed with a matching bedside table.
2. Harmony sleigh day bed with two storage drawers.
3. Harmony sleigh day bed with protective side panel.
4. Harmony sleigh bed with two storage drawers.

1

2 3

4

Beds
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haRmONy

These bedside cabinets are perfect 

for all the treasures and essentials 

that children want to keep close at 

hand when they’re in bed, and can be 

painted or highlighted to match other 

items of  furniture or bedlinen.

A thoughtful and convenient touch is 

that the doors can be hinged on the 

right side or the left, depending on 

which side of  the bed the cabinet sits.

Perfect for all the treasures children want 
to keep close at hand.

Bedside tables

1

2

1.  Harmony bedside table with hinges on the 
right-hand side.

2. Harmony bedside table, hinged on the left.
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haRmONy

our freestanding bookcases, with or 

without drawers at the base, allow your 

children to create beautiful displays of  

toys and precious ornaments, but also 

make ideal bookcases as they gradually 

learn to read.

Harmony bookcases come in different 

widths and styles. Alternatively, we 

offer a mini tallboy which is ideal for 

tighter spaces, alcoves or rooms with 

low ceilings. don’t forget to add a dash 

of  colour to the room with painted 

panelling - this can also be coordinated 

with your soft furnishings.

1. Harmony wide bookcase with two drawers.
2.  Harmony wide bookcase with two drawers, 

showing painted side panel.
3. Detail of  the drawers.
4.  Harmony mini tallboy shown with harmony 

cotbed and, above it, wall-mounted drawers with 
hanging rail.

1

2

3

4

Display favourite things to 
make a room truly yours.

Bookcases
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haRmONy

1.  Harmony first desk in a large size, with different under-units and a super-structure, 
shown with a ladderback chair.

2.  Slim desk with super-structure, shown with a cross-back chair, the essential nursery 
shelves and bin with a heart cut-out.

3. Slim desk with super-structure and bespoke handles, shown with a cross-back chair. 

1

2

3

desks can be added to a child’s 

room at any stage, to make them 

feel properly grown-up. We offer 

subtly differing styles to blend with 

both our Classic and Harmony 

collection pieces, and we can vary 

the size if  space is tight.

Pictured opposite is a kneehole-

style desk with two under-units 

and a super-structure on top. You 

can add colour and variety by 

accessorising your white desk with 

pretty bins and chairs.

desks
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haRmONy

1. The dressing table with large, square mirror.
2. The dressing table with bespoke handles, shown with a cross-back chair.

A dressing table fit for a princess: this piece sits 

lightly alongside most interior design schemes and 

would be the pride and joy of  any young girl.

 

It comes with a sizeable square mirror and five neat 

drawers for storing, sorting and secreting. The 

drawer knobs can be accented and personalised with 

a chosen colour.

Five neat drawers for storing, 
sorting and secreting… 
a dressing table fit for a princess.

2

1

dressing tables
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haRmONy

These charming armoire-style 

wardrobes come in different sizes and 

have the signature Harmony features 

of  curving architraves and deliciously 

round bun feet. As a detail to help 

personalise your room or create a 

theme, a decorative cut-out can be 

added in the architrave.

 

The interior of  the cupboard is 

arranged with hanging rails and 

shelves for neatly tidying all your 

child’s clothes, and our rectangular 

baskets fit perfectly on top or inside. 

other sizes, styles and colours of  

wardrobe are available.  

1. Harmony basic armoire-style wardrobe. 
2.  Harmony basic armoire-style wardrobe with a 

heart cut-out in the architrave.

Beautiful cupboards lend charm 
to your room.

1

2

Wardrobes
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haRmONy

our wall shelving is decorative, inspirational and fun – 

designed to save space and encourage children to help tidy 

things up.

 

Choose from a decoratively-scalloped single shelf  with pegs, 

a single shelf  with curved brackets or a double shelf  with 

curved brackets... and picture the children’s tea party that 

could take place beneath them at our special mini table, with 

three styles of  chair to mix and match.

1. Scalloped shelf, shown with a small slatted-back chair.
2. Single display shelf.
3. Double display shelf, shown with a square table and mix of  small chairs.

1

2

3

shelves



So that children can lose themselves in a 

fantasy world of  their own... a collection of  

perfect pint-sized painted pieces designed to 

fire the imagination...

small furniture
& accessories
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small fURNITURe & aCCessORIes

For playtime, teatime or just to feel 

like you and your friends have a 

corner that’s all your own.

small tables for small people come with or 

without a handy drawer and have complementary 

chairs with a choice of  back – cross-back, 

panelled with a decorative cut-out, or slatted – 

and the whole set can be painted the colour of  

your imagination. 

1.  Small, table with a drawer and set of  small chairs, one with cross-
back and one with a panelled back with a heart cut-out.

2. Small, square table with matching cross-back chairs.
3.  Small, square table with chairs that have decorative cut-outs, the 

full set with painted tops and seats.
4.  Small, square table with a set of  multi-coloured slatted-back chairs 

and bin with heart cut-out.

For playing games with friends (real 

and imaginary) or creative sessions 

with glue, paper and string, these 

children’s tables and chairs are the 

perfect setting.

 

everything can be painted and 

decorated in joyful rainbows of  

colours – you could even have your 

children choose their favourites.

“ Take some more tea,”  
the March Hare said to 
Alice, very earnestly...

little tables and chairs

1

2

3

4
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small fURNITURe & aCCessORIes

1.  Medium doll’s house with a balcony and back 
opening.

2.  Large doll’s house with a balcony and back 
opening.

3.  Large doll’s house with a balcony and back 
opening, shown from behind.

4.  Medium doll’s house with front and roof  opening 
and a smart book holder.

5.  Medium doll’s house showing the front and roof  
open to the skies.

For a wonderful trip to fantasyland that 

will last a whole childhood and beyond, 

check out our collection of  beautiful, 

handmade wooden doll’s houses. 

Created with the same attention to 

detail as our grown-up furniture, these 

are toys to last a lifetime and be handed 

on through the generations.

 

With easy access from the back, front 

or through the roof  (depending on 

the model you choose) the houses can 

be populated with anything – dolls, 

miniature furniture, books or even your 

own stationery collection.

 

As with our mainstream furniture, 

our doll’s houses can be painted either 

to coordinate with everything else in 

your dream nursery, or in contrasting 

colours to stand out as a special feature 

of  the room.

doll’s houses

Timeless pieces 
to last a lifetime 
and be handed 
on through the 

generations.
1

2 3

54
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small fURNITURe & aCCessORIes small fURNITURe & aCCessORIes

our decorative and practical wicker baskets and wooden 

boxes come in different sizes and multiple colours, and can 

be used in conjunction with all our other furniture pieces.  

These are highly versatile, storing anything from nappies 

and creams to books or socks.

 

our bins come in one size, lots of  colours and, like our 

boxes, can have decorative cut-outs to create a theme.

Baskets and boxes

even better than playing with toys 

is piling them into a cart and taking 

them for a walk. Your child will 

love this game, you’ll appreciate the 

tidiness and the toys will enjoy the 

change of  scene – everyone happy!

 

our steps – monogrammed or 

named if  you choose – are absolutely 

essential, and make excellent 

presents... for bathrooms, bedrooms or 

simply when your child wants to feel 

that bit taller.

Carts and steps

2

1

3

42 3

4

1

1.  Selection of  large 
wooden boxes with heart 
and star cut-outs and a 
wooden bin with a heart 
cut-out.

2.  Selection of  wicker 
baskets in small, medium and large sizes and various choices of  colour.

3. Small wooden box with a car cut-out.
4. Mix of  small and large wooden boxes with heart, star and teddy bear cut-outs.

1. Toy cart on wheels.
2.  Toy cart on wheels with a handle, shown with a 

single display shelf.
3. Small steps with handpainted artwork.
4. Detail of  handpainted artwork.
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small fURNITURe & aCCessORIes

our minimalist natural wood cubes are a great storage 

solution and a brilliant piece of  design.

 

Take one, two, four, six or more and stack them up 

any way you like to create your own design. They sit 

together snugly and fit into all kinds of  different and 

irregular spaces.

 

Toys, books and boxes will find a snug and tidy home 

within our cube systems. Taken individually, a cube can 

also serve as a cool, minimalist bedside table.

Toys, books and boxes will 
find a snug and tidy home 
within our cube systems.

Cubic shelves

1. Cubic shelves used individually.
2. Cubic shelves put into a horizontal unit structure.
3. Cubic shelves put into a vertical unit structure.2

3

1
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small fURNITURe & aCCessORIes

Complete the look of  a nursery with 

some soft pieces that parents and children 

alike will appreciate and enjoy using. 

A comfortable wing-back armchair is 

a classic piece, and we have created a 

children’s replica for fun; a wide choice of  

fabric is available for upholstery.
 

Alternatively, for a touch of  new 

england homeliness, our rocking chair 

with slatted back and sides and cushions 

in any fabric – bold or pastel – is a 

wonderful addition to any playroom or 

bedroom.

soft furniture 

4

3

1

2
1.  Mini wing-back armchair upholstered in blue check fabric.
2.  Mini wing-back armchair upholstered in pink check fabric.

3.  Wing-back nursing chair upholstered in rose-pink fabric.
4.  Wooden rocking chair with cushions upholstered in denim.


